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Die Cut Tool Method.  These die cut 
tools create unique ornamental 

elements and reduce the amount of 
clay waste for detailing clay surfaces.

You’ll also need a ceramic tile and to 
create a rolling folder. 


You can make a rolling folder out of a 
thick polymer bag (often jewelry 

components are shipped in these bags 
known as 4mil bags.)

You’ll need the Dry-Release Formula 
and Eco-Grease formula to create 

ornamental elements (represented by 
OE in this class workbook.)



Cut three sides open with a pair of 
scissors, leave one long side uncut.

This rolling folder will simplify creating 
clay slabs for die cutting.

Swab the Eco-Grease on the interior sides 
of the rolling folder, use your fingers to 

spread the Eco-Grease evenly in the folder. 
Don’t use an excessive amount, it can 
prevent the clay from sticking to the 

ceramic tile.



When using fresh wet clay, knead it 
slightly to help dry it out. It will stick to 
the die cut tool if it’s straight out of the 
package. You can also knead in some 
Dry-Release right into the clay, this will 

also help the clay dry out slightly.

Flip onto the ceramic tile and press 
slightly to attach to the tile.

Slab the clay down in the rolling folder 
according to the rolling guide for each 

die cut tool head.


Open ONE side of the rolling folder.



Use the brush applicator to apply a 
liberal amount of Dry-Release onto the 

clay slab.


Also dust the tool head with Dry-
Release, always dust before each and 

every cut.

Rock the head SLIGHTLY to release it 
from the clay surface.

Press the die cut tool head into the 
clay, working the handle on the back of 
the head and rocking the tool back and 

forth slightly.



A clean and clear impression will be left 
on the clay.

Repeat as space allows, always die cut 
in a single ROW multiply rows will make 

the excess clay difficult to remove.

Use the straight blade to pull the 
excess clay away from the OEs.


Completed die cut OEs save on clay 
and require very little refinement and no 

sanding what-so-ever.


Dry the OEs just enough to harden the 
surface, FLEX clay is much easier to 
use for making OEs. These pieces in 
other clay can be brittle and require 

care in handle while FLEX clays have a 
little more give (I consider PMC Sterling 

and PMC Sterling OneFire flexible.)



Set the tile to dry to leather hard, about 
5-10minutes on low.

Take the edge of the straight blade, 
brace the OE with your fingers and 

scrape the edge clean.

Use the straight blade to pop the OEs 
off the ceramic tile.



Scrap all the edges of the OEs.

Now the OE is ready to be attached.

Trouble shooting. If the clay slab pulls 
up from the ceramic tile, the clay is too 

dry. Re-knead with a drop or two of 
water to moisten then re-roll.



If you notice the slab is a little dried out 
before cutting you can also just 

dampen the backside (the side to be 
placed down on the ceramic tile.) Dip 

the tip of your finger in water and wipe 
off with your other fingers, think DAMP 

not wet.

Flip the damp clay surface directly onto 
the ceramic tile and press gently to 

attach to the the tile.

Swab across the exposed slab side, 
dampening the clay surface.



Removing OE from the Die face. If the 
OE pulls from the tile surface not all is 

lost, don’t try to pull the OE it out!

Instead use a piece of packing tape or 
painters tape to pull the OE out.


Stick the tape onto the clay and burnish 
gently.



Peal the tape away from the die face. 
You can attach the tape to the tile to 

allow the OE to dry completely.

Once the OE is completely dry, roll the 
tape edge away from the OE.


Proceed as demonstrated before to 
refine the OE.



Hollow Form System Prep. This 
system features a exterior forming shell 

and a calibrated burn out form to 
support the clay shape. This process is 
the same for all the geo-form shapes.

First you’ll need to assemble the burn 
out form. For both the pieces make 
suer the SCORED side is facing out 

ward.

Use a glue stick to attach the side. 
Spread liberally on the joining tabs and 
the inside edges of the burn out form.



Fold the sides together, these forms 
have been created to assemble easily 
and support each side of the shape.


Press the sides together. Allow the glue 
to dry slightly before releasing the geo-
form from your fingers (15-30 seconds.)

The exterior forming shell need to be 
broken slightly before the first use.

Now the burn out form is ready to be 
used.



Make sure the scored side is facing you 
and fold each side away from you.

Press firmly.

Over-fold back open and straighten the 
side out. Repeat on all sides.


The exterior forming shell should sit 
relatively flat, work each fold as needed 

back and forth until the folds are 
slightly loosened up. The forming shell 

is now ready to be used.



Bi-cone Bead.  Lubricate the rolling 
folder and set 2 card slats inside the 

folder.

Roll to out to fit the bi-cone geodesic 
forming shell, check the sizing then 

open one side of the rolling folder (leave 
one side of the clay slab on the plastic 

rolling barrier.)


Gently press the forming shell onto the 
clay slab.

Take out about 15g of clay and roll out 
to 2 cards thick.



Use a craft knife or needle tool to cut 
out the clay.

Work your way around the forming 
shell, flush to the edges.

Remove the excess clay and return to 
the packaging.


Pick up the clay and rolling barrier and 
flip over into your hand. Carefully peal 
the rolling barrier away from the clay 

slab.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



Next you’ll need to remove the clay 
from the interlocking tabs, these will 
hold the hollow form in it’s shape.

Once the tabs are clear of clay, fold the 
corners slightly to begin forming the 

clay slab.

Use a straight blade to cut the clay 
away from the interlocking tabs.



Here’s how the burn out form will fit 
inside the clay.

Pour out a few drops of Paste Maker.

Use the foam tool to apply Paste Maker 
to tall the joining edges.



Place the burn out form inside the clay 
and forming shell, line up the edges to 

match.

Use the the interlocking tabs to press 
the edges together.

Bring the sides together, make suer the 
interlocking tabs don’t get caught 

under the clay slab and you fold the 
sides together.



If clay presses out the of the form and 
prevents the interlocking tabs from 

closing, use your straight blade to clear 
the excess clay from the seams.

Press the form together, working the 
corners.

Use a long piece of tape to secure the 
forming shell closed.



Make sure to tape over all the tabs. 
Pinch the tape together to make sure 

the form is flush and secure. Place into 
a dehydrator to dry but temp the 

temperature at 110°F or less to prevent 
the forming shell from distorting. 


Allow to dry for 20-40 minutes.

Open the forming shell, if the clay is dry 
it will peal off quite easily. If you notice 
the clay pulling, return the form to the 

dehydrator. 

Check to see if the clay still look moist 
under for form, if you see any 

condensation, it’s not dry enough yet. 
Return to the dehydrator. Once dry peal 

the tape away from the forming shell.



The bead will have nice sharp edges 
and corner but will still need a little 

refinement.

Use the straight blade to scrap away 
any excess clay.

Now the bead is ready for wet 
refinement. Wet refine is used instead 
of sanding, will will push excess clay 
pieces into any gaps. This clay and 
time saving process eliminates the 

need from sanding and filling. Take a 
small well of water and the foam tool, 
damping the tool lightly in the water. 

Always think working damp more than 
wet. You wan to avoid over wetting the 

clay.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



To preserve the corners work one face 
at a time, don’t wear done the corners 

with this process, just focus on the 
faces.

Wet with water and work the surface 
the the same angle as the face.

Flip to the dry side of the foam tool and 
work in smoothing sweep.



Work all the faces. Set to dry 
completely in a dehydrator for 

20-30minutes (wet refinement softens 
the clay surface slightly.

You can also stack ornamental 
elements creating greater depth and 

dimension.

It’s helpful to have one of each 
ornamental element(O.E) in greenware 
clay so you can determine how pieces 
fit together. Here you can see the Five 
Petal Fine Line Bloom fit perfectly into 

this space.



When stacking ornamental elements 
you may need to remove the center so 
the second layer will sit flat on the first 
layer. Find the calibrated cutter (3.5mm 

in this case) that fits the granulation 
detail.

Work into the greenware clay, Flex clay 
remains soft so won’t break when even 
when dry. If you are using non-flex clay 
you’ll want to execute this step while 

the clay is still wet.

You can remove the granulation and 
save it for another purpose.


Now the layers will sit flush and join 
together easily with loose paste or plain 

Paste Maker.



Ornamental Element Detailing. Plain 
Paste Maker dissolves even dry layers 

of greenware metal clay so you can 
make clean join with this product alone. 
You can also use a loose mix of silver 

metal clay paste in place of Paste 
Maker.

Press the ornamental element into 
position.

Dribble out a couple drops of Paste 
Maker on your work surface or into a 
shallow dish (contact lens cases work 
well for this.) Drag the backside of the 
ornamental element though the Paste 
Maker, don’t drown the piece in liquid, 
just swab it lightly. Pick up with your 

curved nosed tweezer and position into 
place on the bead.



The recommended fine paint brush on 
the tool list has a soft rubber handle 
that doubles as a pressing form. It 

won’t damage the ornamental element 
and works nicely for precision pressure.

Drag the second ornamental element 
layer through the Paste Maker, again 

don’t flood the piece in the liquid, it can 
dissolve the fine detailing.

Use the tweezers to position into place 
and press with the rubber handle of the 

fine point paint brush.



Refining the edges of Ornamental 
Elements. To clean the edges of the 

OE dip your paint brush in WATER and 
dab onto your finger to remove some of 

the moisture..

Repeat on the remaining sides.

Use the damp crush to brush away any 
unsightly edges..



Use the calibrated cutters to create 
1.5mm and 3mm granulation pieces. 

Attach a 1.5mm granule to the center of 
each flower by dragging through Paste 
Maker and pressing into position with 
the brush handle. Arrange and attach 
granules in a pattern that fits the form 
and shape. Dip each granule in plain 
Paste Maker and press into place. 

Repeat with each granule, if there is 
adequate Paste Maker liquid left on the 

bead face you won’t need to 

Here you can see two 3mm granules 
with a 1.5mm granule fits nicely.

Repeat on the opposite side and all the 
bead faces, working in sections like this 
will make it easier to keep track of the 

pattern.



OE seam Refinement. Dip the tip of 
the brush in Paste Maker, dab excess 

the liquid away as needed.

Make sure to work the wet brush along 
any gaps in the seams to insure the 

pieces are joined securely. If you don’t 
have Paste Maker you can substitute a 
LOOSE mixture of clay and water. Be 

careful to not over wet the fine detailing 
or deposit clay debris into the pieces.

Work the edges and seams with the 
wet brush tip, pushing toward the 

seams. This will further join the pieces.


Also refine the edges of each OE.



Attach 3mm, 1.5mm and 3mm 
granulation pattern to the final side. Dip 

a Fine Line Small Leaf into the Paste 
Maker. Position and press into place.

Add a final 1.5mm granule to either side 
of the pattern, conturing the small leaf 
OE. Frame the top of the leaf with two 

1.5mm granules.



The 1.5 granules also fit inside the petal 
detailing.

Finally, wash all the joining OE with a 
brush wet with Paste Maker. Work the 
seams to insure the connections are 

secure.

Dip into Paste Maker and press into 
place. Repeat on remain petals and 

bead faces.



Repeat this process on all bead faces 
with all the OE. Be careful to avoid over 

wetting and melting away the fine 
detailing.

Now we need to open the bead ends.

Wet the bead tips with Paste Maker to 
soften the dried clay.


Gently press your straight blade into 
each side, rocking slightly. Easy on the 

pressure, you don’t want to accidentally 
slice into a detailed area of the bead.



Turn and work the blade on each 
bead face.

Work the tip of your craft knife carefully 
into the opening to pierce the hole 

through (you’ll see the paper form when 
you’ve gone deep enough.)

Work each side until the tip slices off.


Repeat this process on the other side.



Work the inside edge GENTLY with the 
blade tip.

You can shape the hole with a 2mm 
Calibrated Cutter, the sharpened edge 
of the cutter will even out the opening. 

Repeat on the other side.

Set to dry for a final time in a 
dehydrator for 20-30 minutes and your 

bead is ready to be fired.



10 Sided & 12 Sided Rondell Beads. 
Here is the burn out for for the 10 Sided 

and 12 Sided Rondell Bead, tshapes 
are similar and the refinement process 
is the same. again we’ll need to roll out 
a slab of clay 2 cards thick. Lubricate 

the interior surfaces of the rolling folder.

Roll the slab to 2 cards thick.

Use the forming shell to determine the 
basic shape you’ll need to roll out. 

About 15g of clay should be enough.



Open the top side of the rolling folder 
and carefully position the forming shell 

onto the clay slab.

Gently press the forming shell into the 
slab, the clay will stick to the forming 

shell.

Cut around the forming shell and 
remove the excess clay. Replace the 
remains clay back into the packagee.



Flip the forming shell over into one 
hand and carefully peal away the rolling 

barrier.

Pour out a little Paste Maker and use  
the foam tool to wet all the clay edges.

Use a straight blade to remove the clay 
from the interlocking tab pieces.



Fold the corners slight to begin forming 
the clay. Line up the burn out form to 

the interior of the clay and forming 
shell.

Bring the edges together being careful 
to leave the interlocking tabs outside 

the form

Press the forming shell around the burn 
out form. If excess clay squeezes out 
between the seams, run the straight 
blade inside the interlocking tab to 

remove the excess clay.



Fold the interlocking tabs over the 
joining edges. Press the entire from 

firmly with your finger tips.

Place into a dehydrator at 110°F or 
lower and allow to dry completely 

20-30 minutes.

Wrap tape around the bead form, make 
sure to tape down each interlocking tab 

flush into position.


Press the tape edges together until the 
form is nice and tight.



Make sure the clay is dry, the forming 
shel should pop right off once it’s dry. If 

you see condensation or feel like it’s 
sticking to the clay return the entire 

form to the dehydrator.

Wet Refinement. As demonstrated 
before wet the foam to in a small well f 

water and dampen ONE bead face.

Flip the foam over and use the dry side 
to begin smoothing out the bead face 

as needed.


Working in smoothing sweeps and 
small circles. Be careful to not over 
work the corners and joining edges, 

you want to maintain those crisp hard 
edges.



Always work along the angle of each 
face, keep the widest part of the foam 
tool flat and flush to the surface of the 

clay.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Work right up to the edges to “sharpen” 
the bead corners.



Repeat this process as needed for each 
face. DO NOT over wet or over work 

the greenware, if you notice the shape 
starting to give slightly, return the bead 
to the dehydrator and allow to dry out 

briefly. 

A completely refined bead will have 
smooth faces and sharp corners. 

Return to the dehydrator and allow to 
dry completely.



Bead Detailing. For any bead you can 
add an optional yoke detail, this 

elongates the form and also sits nicely 
against neighboring beads.

Repeat on all for pieces.

Die cut FOUR 10 Point Round OEs. If 
you are using FLEX clay allow the OEs 
to dry slightly and firm up. If you are 

using regular clay, cut the centers out 
BEFORE drying so the pieces don’t 

crack. Use a 4mm calibrated cutter and 
press into the center of the OEs for the 

bead hole.



To create the yoke, you’ll stack up two 
of the OEs

Her you can see the pieces stacked are 
a bit thin, you can stabilize the yoke 

with a thin slab of clay.

Roll out a small slab of clay to 2 cards 
thick and transfer onto a ceramic tile.



Dribble out a drop of Paste Maker.

Repeat with a second OE.

Dip the backside of one of the OEs and 
position onto the WET clay slab.



Gently press the pieces into place, 
don’t apply so much pressure as to 

distort the clay.

Cut the slab around the outside of each 
OE.


Use the straight blade to remove the 
excess clay and replace back into the 

packaging.

Next you’ll need to remove the center 
from the yoke pieces.



Use the 4mm calibrated cutter to cut 
out the center of the slab.

Use a craft knife to push out the center 
of the pieces.

It will likely remain stuck to the ceramic 
tile, you can leave it in place and 

remove it after drying. Transfer the tile 
to the dehydrator and allow to dry 

completely.

Once dry, pop the pieces off the tile 
with your straight blade.



Repeat with the second side

Next we’ll join the remaining OEs to the 
thickened OE.


Flip the thicken pieces over and dip the 
backside of the final OE pieces into 

Paste Maker



Position onto the backside of the 
thickened OE.

Dip a clean brush into the Paste Maker 
and begin working the seam with the 

damp brush.

Pick up the assemble and line up the 
granulation to match up. Press together 

firmly and allow to dry slightly.



Work the seam until smooth.

Place back onto the work surface and 
clean up the interior as well. Repeat 
with the other side and allow both 

pieces to dry completely.

No we’re ready to seat the yoke, but 
first we’ll need to cut down the tip of 

the bead ends so the yoke can sit flush.


Use a pencil or needle tool to mark the 
cut area of the bead, about 3-4mm 

down.



Wet the cut area with Paste Maker to 
soften the greenware and make cutting 

easier.

Use a craft knife to open up the hole a 
little more.

Work the straight blade on each face 
where you’ve marked


Once cut through, shave the cut 
smooth with the blade. You should see 
the paper form poking through slightly.



Work around the hole edges.

Now the yoke will sit comfortable on 
the end of the bead.

Repeat for the other side. Next we’ll 
need to attach the yoke pieces to the 

bead. 


Mix up a THICK paste with clay and 
Paste Maker.



Apply a liberal amount of thick paste to 
the join area, leaving the hole open and 

clear of excess paste.

Repeat with the second side and sit to 
dry completely.

Press the yoke into position and allow 
the paste to set up for a few minutes.


Apply thick paste to the interior of the 
yoke and bead seam with a brush. 

Work the clay into the seam.



Next push thick paste into the outside 
seam, filling any gaps in the seam. Be 
care to not deposit excess paste onto 
the yoke, ROLL the brush with thick 

paste into the seam.

You can clean up any extra paste with 
WATER and the foam tool. Dampen the 
foam tool in a small well of water. Wet 

refine any roughness away.

Surface detailing. Dip the backside of 
the focal OE (in this case the square 

Fine Line) into Paste Maker.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



To preserve the corners work one face 
at a time, don’t wear done the corners 

with this process, just focus on the 
faces.

Wet with water and work the surface 
the the same angle as the face.

Flip to the dry side of the foam tool and 
work in smoothing sweep.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



To preserve the corners work one face 
at a time, don’t wear done the corners 

with this process, just focus on the 
faces.

Wet with water and work the surface 
the the same angle as the face.

Flip to the dry side of the foam tool and 
work in smoothing sweep.



Final Refinement. Dip a clean brush 
into Paste Maker.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Work all the detailing SEAMS with 
Paste Maker, this will further fuse each 

piece to the bead and clean up any 
small inconsistencies.



12 Sided Rondell Bead. 

Wet with water and work the surface 
the the same angle as the face.

Flip to the dry side of the foam tool and 
work in smoothing sweep.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



To preserve the corners work one face 
at a time, don’t wear done the corners 

with this process, just focus on the 
faces.

Wet with water and work the surface 
the the same angle as the face.

Flip to the dry side of the foam tool and 
work in smoothing sweep.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



To preserve the corners work one face 
at a time, don’t wear done the corners 

with this process, just focus on the 
faces.

Wet with water and work the surface 
the the same angle as the face.

Flip to the dry side of the foam tool and 
work in smoothing sweep.



Wet Refinement. This process 
alternates between a damp side of the 
foam tool and the dry side. To begin 
dampen the area to be refined with 

water.

Occasionally wipe excess moisture and 
debris from the foam tool. Moisten the 

clay with a little more water and 
continue working until the side is 

smoothed. THINK DAMP NOT WET!

Pull the foam tool away and flip it over 
to a dry side. Begin working the 

dampened clay in small circles and 
smoothing sweeps.



To preserve the corners work one face 
at a time, don’t wear done the corners 

with this process, just focus on the 
faces.

Water refined geo-forms feature crisp 
edges and clean faces without having 

to sand down the walls. This saves clay 
and insures the walls are sturdy and 

consistent.

Arrange your basic pattern. Here we’ll 
feature the small 10 Petal Fine Line 

Bloom OE, and the Small Dual Curled 
Leaves OEs.


Dribble out a few drops of Paste Maker 
and dip the backside of the 10 Petal OE 

into the liquid,



Position into place and press.

Add a 3mm granulation between the 
leaves.

Repeat the process with the dual curled 
leaves.



If there is access liquid, wick it away 
with a clean, dry brush.

Add a 1.5mm granule to the center 
flower, be careful not to over wet the 

fine detailing, it is easy to wash it away.



Use the end of the paint brush to 
press the granule securely into the 

10 Petal Bloom.

Wash the edges of the granulation to 
heal all the seams.

Add 3mm granule to the lower portion 
of either side of the bloom and right 

above the bloom.



Repeat the process on the remaining 
faces of this side of the bead.

When matching the patterning to the 
other side, you can mark off the face 

into a targeting grid. Here drawing a line 
down the center of this face will help 

orient the bloom OE.

Measure the distance from the edge of 
the bloom to the edge of the face, here 

it’s 4mm.


Now mark 4mm from the edge of the 
raw face.



Repeat the remaining faces.

Now you have a basic targeting grid 
which eliminates the guess work for 

placing OEs on this side.

Draw a continuous line connecting the 
marking on each face.



Here the grid work is marked on the 
entire side.

Dip the backside of the bloom into 
Paste Maker and position into place.

Repeat the process on all sides. Add 
1.5mm granolas into the open petals of 

each bloom.

Building up the bead rim.  Add two 
1.5 mm granules above the pattern 

work.



This will build toward the bead hole.

Wet the area to be cut with Paste 
Maker to help soften the clay.


Use your straight blade to slice the tip 
of the bead off.

Attach a 3mm granule above the last 
two and repeat on all bead faces. Allow 
to dry completely. Now you’re ready to 

cut the bead hole.



If you slice the tip and don’t see the 
paper form you’ll need to drill through 

the clay to hope the hole up.

Select a drill bit that fits between the 
detailing and drill the hole through.

Use a clean paint brush with Paste 
Maker to smooth the hole.


Finish the bead with a Paste Maker 
wash to fuse all the seams being 

careful to now overwork the details.



Firing. Now the beads are ready to be 
fired.

Prop the beads in the Alumina Hydrate 
so is balance on the CORNER of each 

bead. DO NOT set the beads on a flat 
edge it can buckle, the angled 

corners will not collapse.

Firing these beads successfully requires 
the right support system. Alumina 

Hydrate in a ceramic dish is ideal for 
this, it supports the forms without 

disturbing the fine detailing.



Place in a kiln, and turn on.

Select a program, this case “USr2” 
means user program two.

Hit start to the rate menu “ra 1”, this 
refers to how quickly the kiln will heart 

in 1 hour.  


For this project you can ramp at 
“FULL”.



Hit start to the temperature menu “°F 1”

Hit start to the hold time “HLd 1”, this is 
how long the kiln will maintain the 

target temperature. Set this to 1 hour 
“01.00” Hit start and allow to fire and 
cool completely to room temperature.

Adjust this setting to the target 
temperature in this case 1600°F “1600”



The beads will emerge bright white (if 
you see black it’s from the Alumina 
Hydrate and will brush off easily.)

Use a tooth brush to brush away any 
Alumina Hydrate.


Check the bead holes and clear of 
debris.

To patina, use Midas Black Max. Have a 
dish of WARM water for rinsing available. 
DO NOT use cold water, it will leave a 

whitish residue.



Use a q-tip to apply the Black Max 
onto the bead surface.

Repeat with all the beads and dabb dry 
with paper towels.

Once patinated, rinse in the dish of 
water.



You can hand polish with 600g 3m 
polishing papers.

Or if you have a hand held rotary tool, 
you can polish the bead with 3m bristle 
disc brushes. Start with 600g 4 micron 

discs and move to finer grits.



A rotary tool makes quick work of 
this polishing process.

Here are the beads at a high polish 
ready to be strung on a snake chain or 

beaded project.

To achieve a high polish, place in rotary 
tumbler with steel shot, a 1/2 cup of 
water and a drop of Dawn dish soap. 
Tumble for 30 minutes to an hour. Use 
pipe cleaners or twist ties fed into 
the bead hole to prevent the shot 

from entering the beads.




